Archiware & Object Matrix
Archive and Backup of media files to and from MatrixStore with Archiware P5
Protecting against loss of digital media files is a number
one priority. They are the life blood of any company
relying on them for revenue generation. Whether they are
new files or digital rushes that have just come into the
facility, work-in-progress by the editor or media files that
require archiving safely – unless multiple copies of
content exist, then even a simple failure or mishap can
corrupt, or lose altogether, digital media.
Introducing Archiware in conjunction with the Object
Matrix
A solution designed to protect your media content
consists of two components:

Archive and Backup from MatrixStore with Archiware P5

MatrixStore Benefits:
✓ Cost-effective near line disk platform
✓ Network attached and high-performance

1) The Policy Mover – a utility to either back up (copy) or archive (move)
media files based on business rules or company policies, from a variety of
existing storage platforms. Archiware P5 Backup and P5 Archive provide
this.
2) Destination – a storage platform that is the destination of the backup or
archive copies of media content. This is MatrixStore from Object Matrix.

✓ Instant access with 99.999% availability
✓ Easy to install, administrate and use
✓ Self-healing in event of hardware failure
✓ Scalable and easily expandable
✓ Can be used for other workflows

P5 Archive Advantages:
✓ Installed and set up in minutes
✓ Easy to use web interface
✓ Backup and/or Archive solution
✓ Windows, Mac, Linux and Solaris
✓ Easily scalable
✓ Extensible for LTO Tape Drive/Library
✓ Fully functional, free 30 day trial

Options, Configurations, Interfaces...
We are happy to advise:
www.object-matrix.com
www.archiware.com

Archive and Backup with Archiware P5 by MatrixStore

The alliance between Object Matrix and Archiware provides a proven
solution for protecting media content in a range of different facilities
including broadcasters, post-production, advertising agencies, and in fact any
facility that uses an AV-workflow that values their media. Please contact us
today for more information.

sales@object-matrix.com
sales@archiware.com

